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MAGNETOMETER AND EM SURVEYS 

CLAIMS P-6107U-61, REID TOWNSHIP 

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION, ONTARIO

PROPERTY

The group of 8 claims is centrally located in the township, about one 

mile west of the Mattagaml River* Its total area is about J20 acres, the 

property being about one-half mile wide east-west by one mile long north- 

south. The most convenient access is by helicopter front the Tinsnins airport, 

landing at a clearing Just off the northwest corner of the property, which 

is some lU miles northwest of the airport.

GEOLOGY

There are two outcrops of gabbro in the central part of the property 

which appear to be either intrusives or coarse flows. No other rock outcrops 

were seen.

EXPLORATION

Linecutting

An east-west baseline was out along and near south boundary of the pro 

perty, an east-west tie line one mile to the north of it, and picket lines at 

two hundred-foot intervals striking north-south between them* Line out totalled 

18 miles.

Magnetometer Survey

Magnetometer readings by Sharpe MF-1 instrument were taken at 100-foot



t
intervale on all lines, and at 50-foot intervals in areas of high readings.

An anomaly reaching a peak of about 1,000 gannas strikes H 100 W 

through the western part of the property* An area of high anomaly also occurs 

off the southeast corner, and reaches at least 1,500 gammas over background* 

A very local anomaly, of some 700 gammas, occurs on one line at the north 

boundary of the property. These anomalies seem likely due to magnetite-bearing 

basic intrusive bodies.

EM Suryey

The KM survey was carried out using a Sharpe SE-200 instrument by the 

broadside technique.

This instrument consists of a battery-powered coil of wire 18 inches 

in diameter, the transmitter, developing an alternating current of 1,250 cps, 

and a second Id-inch coil of wire, the receiver, equipped vith earphones and 

a clinometer by which the tilt plane of the coil is measured* In operation, 

one man carrying the transmitter walks along a picket line, stopping at every 

station to transmit a signal to the receiver* When transmitting, the coil is 

held in a vertical plane pointing at the receiver* The man operating the re 

ceiving coil walks along a picket line boo feet away from, and exactly opposite, 

the transmitter. To take a reading, the receiver coil is held in a horizontal 

plane and then rotated in either direction from the horizontal until in the 

earphones a noticeable increase in the sound signal is heard* The angle of inclina 

tion of the coll from the horizontal at this point is observed, and the mean of 

the two angles IB then the null angle, or point of minimum signal strength, and 

this null angle IB the parameter which is measured* If the magnetic field is 

not distorted by a conductive body in its vicinity, the null angle will be zero.
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If there is a conductive body lying below surface between the transmitter and

receiver, and at a depth detectible by the instrument (usually half their dis 

tance apart, or 200 feet vertically for a ItOO-foot spread), the null angle 

will be deflected away from the conductor on either side of it and zero di* 

rectly above it. Conductors are thus delineated by aero angles lying between 

angles of opposite distortion, and the total amplitude of the distortion 

("peak-to-peak angle") is a rough measure of the strength of the conductor*

In this survey readings were taken at 100-foot intervals on the lines. 

In anomalous areas 3,900 feet of cross lines were out, and SM detail was re* 

corded along these lines from fixed transmitter locations as shown on the plan*

Four weak EM anomalies in a width of 300 feet and extending over a strike 

length totalling one thousand feet were located in the northeast part of the 

property. These all strike about N 8o0 W. Pour similar weak EM anomalies were 

located in an area about 1,500 feet to the south* These occur in a width of 

300 feet, over a total strike length of 11500 feet, and strike generally 

N 500 E.

The cause of these anomalies is not known. All appear to be too weak to 

be associated vith a massive sulphide source* They indicate zones of weak con 

ductivity which may or may not be due to metallic minerals contained in the 

bedrock.

CONCLUSION

The more northerly cone of weak conductors appears to be slightly more 

favourable than the other, and should be tested by one drill hole located on 

line MOOW at footage 1*2 30N. The hole should be collared with a bearing of 

S 100 W, dip -500, and drilled toa depth of 500 feet. 

Toronto, December 28, 19&* " PHHjfP ECKMAN
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